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WC participants script  

English version 
 

Both participants should do a single shot, answer the same questions  - 

please use portrait mode: 

(a closeup, arms to head, look into the camera or at the camera operator who should be close to 

the camera lens) 

 

1. 

 

My name is … (full name) … and I am sailing ….. (boat name) ….. in the 

World Championship 

 

2. 

 

(Boat's name) is a …..(boat type and size) …. which is a (characterize the 

boat: e.g.: small and fast regatta boat, plan hull, good in high/low wind, 

offshore boat etc.) 

 

3. 

 

My responsibility on board is …. (role) 

 

4. 

 

I sail with …. (full name of sailing partner) …. who I would describe as 

(characteristics of sailing partner, for example; the best sailor I know, a 

mess head, brilliant at tactics, best sail trimmer in the field and so forth…) 
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Make a two shot (where both are present): 

 

Answer one question each – you may decide who answers the first and second question. 

(if only one of the crew is present; answer in same singleshot and submit a stillportrait of the other 

crew to KNS google drive) 

 

1. 

Our ambitions for the World Cup are …. (the goal of participating in the 

World Championship, e.g.: to win the whole thing, make our self known in 

the sailcommunity, survive and make it through the race as friends... etc.) 

 

2. 

We will achieve our goal because: ______  

(e.g: we have the right boat, the best skipper, the most experienced in the 

field, have perfected being only two on board, are good enough friends to 

survive something like that... etc. .) 

 

 

Participant folders for uploading media material: 
 

All participants get a folder on google drive at KNS, marked with your sail 

number. Please use this folder to upload photos and videos of the boat, 

training, preparations. 

 

We want nice, tough, cool pictures and videos of the boat under sail, both 

from on board the boat (it doesn't matter if there isn't the "right" crew) and 

pictures/recordings taken from other boats. Feel free to contact colleagues/ 

competitors who may have gold pictures of your boat. 

Find the coolest pictures and video clips you have! 

 

We will edit a participant presentation that can be used in connection with 

the media coverage of the ORC WC in doublehanded in June 2024! 

 

Together we can create the best media event for sailing ever. 

 

 

Greetings from the KNS media department 
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